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Sofia Region is the largest in Bulgaria in terms of number of municipalities and the second

largest in terms of territory. It occupies an area of 7059 km². According to data from the 2011

census, the population in Sofia Region numbered 247,489 people.

The area is bordered by Montana, Vratsa, Lovech, Plovdiv, Pazardzhik, Blagoevgrad,

Kyustendil, Pernik and Sofia.

As an administrative unit, Sofia Region was established in 1901 under Decree № 236 of May

16, 1901 and the Law on the Administrative Division of the State Territory (adopted by the XI

Ordinary National Assembly on May 4, 1901). Over the years, many municipalities have been

added or dropped from it. In 1999, pursuant to Decree № 1 of 05.01.1999 of the President of

the Republic of Bulgaria, Sofia Region was set in its present borders and comprises the

following municipalities: Anton, Bozhurishte, Botevgrad, Godech, Gorna Malina, Dolna Banya ,

Dragoman, Elin Pelin, Etropole, Zlatitsa, Ihtiman, Koprivshtitsa, Kostinbrod, Kostenets, Mirkovo,

Pirdop, Pravets, Samokov, Svoge, Slivnitsa, Chavdar and Chelopech.

Областна администрация на 

Софийска област

The administrative management of the regional administration is performed by the Chief

Secretary.

The administrative units of the Sofia Area Regional Administration are divided into general and

specialized administration. The general administration provides technical support of the

activities of the Governor and the specialized administration and carries out administrative

services to individuals and legal entities.

The specialized administration is organized in Administrative Control, Regional Development

and State Property Directorate.

It provides support and ensures the performance of the Governor’s duties ensuing from the

laws and acts of the President of the Republic of Bulgaria and the Council of Ministers.

The management of Sofia Region is performed by the

Governor appointed by the Council of Ministers. In carrying

out its activities, the Regional Governor is assisted by

deputy governors and regional administration.

The Regional Governor ensures the implementation of

state policy in the region, the protection of national

interests, rule of law and public order and exercises

administrative control over the acts of the local

government.

The Regional Governor organizes the development and

implementation of regional plans, strategies and regional

development programs, interacts with the local government

and local administration.
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CULTURAL AND HISTORICAL HERITAGE

TOURISM AND NATURAL RESOURCES

The preserved architectural ensemble in

Koprivshtitsa and its importance as a

cultural and craft center from the Revival

period have a special significance.

The war monuments on the territory of the

region are over 220.

Sofia Region has a rich cultural and historical heritage, which is described in religious

chronicles dating back from the 3rd century BC to the Middle Ages. The cultural heritage is

represented by archaeological, historical, cultural and architectural monuments, unique

folklore traditions, festivals, crafts and traditional industries.

On the territory of Sofia Region there are 227 cultural monuments of national importance,

many museums, community centers and libraries. The cultural heritage of the area includes

various historical periods, there are preserved monuments of the antiquity and the Early

Middle Ages in almost all municipalities. In Sofia Region there are dozens preserved

churches and monasteries, some of which date back to Byzantine times. Since their creation,

they have become centers of the Slavic literature and culture, preserving the national values

through hard times for the country.
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In all municipalities of Sofia Region preconditions exist for rural and eco tourism. The three

golf courses - in Ihtiman, Elin Pelin and Pravets meet all world standards, the certified airfield

in the village of Lesnovo, Ognyanovo Dam, several microdams, allow for development of

recreational tourism. The Pravets Hunting Reserve and the Deer Hunting Reserve near

Etropole attract fans of the hunting tourism.

Thanks to the wonderful natural and climatic characteristics, different types of tourism are

developed in the Sofia region during all four seasons. The oldest and most famous Bulgarian

mountain resort of international importance - Borovets (known in the past as Chamkoria) is

located on the territory of Samokov municipality.

Thanks to the many mineral springs the

sport-recreational tourism is well developed

in the area. Balneotourism is a traditional

element of Bulgaria’s image as a tourist

destination, and the Sofia region occupies

an important place in this segment with its

resorts Belchinski Bani, Dolna Banya,

Pchelinski Bani, Momin Prohod, Kostenetz

and the specific microclimate at the village

of Iskrets in Svoge municipality..

In recent years, modern tourist complexes were built in the region, attracting many visitors at

any time of the year.
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SAMOKOV

Samokov municipality is the largest municipality in the Sofia region. Samokov is located at a

distance of 60 km from Sofia and 10 km from the Borovetz winter resort at the foot of the Rila

Mountains.

Tel: +359 (0722) 66 666

Internet address: www.samokov.bg

E-mail: samokov@samokov.bg; 

obsh_sam@mail.bg

The Samokov master painters, engravers,

icon painters and wood carvers left the

mark of their skillful art on the walls of

dozens of churches and monasteries.

Samokov gave the Bulgarians two of the

main achievements of modern times - the

first Bulgarian printing house of Nikola

Karastoyanov and the first Bulgarian

magazine called Lyuboslovie (Love of

words) published by Konstantin Fotinov.

Historical museum
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The settlements in the municipality are 24 with the

town of Samokov as center. Samokov is known for

its rich cultural and historical heritage. The

present-day city was founded in the early 15th c.

over the ruins of an ancient settlement. Samokov

had an economic boom in 17-19 c. thanks to the

extraction of iron. The name of the town is a

remarkable cultural fact which reflects its

establishment and development around huge

mechanical hammers for extraction of iron, called

"Samokovi". During the Revival period the town

became one of the major educational centers in

Bulgaria. Renowned icon painters were born in the

Samokov area - Zahari Zograf, Stanislav

Dospeevski and Nicola Obrazopisov who made

the town famous across the Balkans.

Panoramic view of the town and the  

Assumption of the Holy Mother Church



Konstantin Fotinov Secondary School in Samokov

Спортна зала Самоков
Панорамен изглед

The internationally recognized Borovets

resort, the area and the complex around

Mount Malyovitsa, the spa resort Belchin

Bani and the presence of abundant water

resource, rich cultural and historical

heritage, favorable geographic location

and varied mountain layout, are only part

of the preconditions leading to the

development of tourism as top priority for

the municipality of Samokov.

The nunnery

In the Samokov region there are

findings dating back to Thracian times,

including a mound, which was once a

Thracian tomb. The walk back in time

passes through the Bulgarian Revival

which can be seen in the preserved and

restored monuments. The nunnery with

its 240-year history, the metropolitan

church with its unique iconostasis, the

mosque with its architecture and murals,

the Sarafska House with its authentic

Renaissance urban look. There is a

large fountain In the center of town, also

called the Fountain with the Earring,

which has become a symbol of
Samokov uniting its history and legends.

The  Big Fountain
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Bairakli Mosque

джамия

The synagogue

A town of religious tolerance – the beautiful churches, the synagogue and the Bairakli

Mosque are among the beautiful temples in the municipality, attracting visitors and tourists.

The murals and part of the icons were

painted by Nikola Obrazopisov and his

assistants Hristo Hristov and Dimitar

Zografski. The fountain, the holy spring and

the western part of the church called narthex,

were built between 1879 and1891. The relics

of St. Simeon of Samokov, the patron of the

town of Samokov, are kept in Belyova

Church.

Belyova Church is the

oldest Christian church in

the town of Samokov. It

lies on the foundations of a

late antique basilica of IV-

VI c. The temple is named

after Belyo Boyar

(Nobleman) who according

to the legend built it

around 1389. The Birth of

Saint Mary Temple was

covered with dirt in the

17th c. The lower layer

murals date back to this

period.Birth of the Holy Mother Temple –

Belyova Church

Mural from the Birth of the Holy Mother Temple 

– Belyova Church
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The Tsari Mali Grad Fortress and the

medieval St. Petka Church.
Крепостта “Цари Мали 

Град”

Национален парк ‘’Рила’’

It had the functions of a

hunting lodge for the kings

Ferdinand I and Boris III.

The architectural

appearance is influenced

by the traditional Bulgarian

Revival style, but

European architectural

influences can be traced

as well. In the

extceptionally beautiful

park around the palace

many rare tree species

can be found.

Tsarska Bistritsa is former palace of the rulers of the Third Bulgarian Kingdom. The palace is

located above Borovets Resort in Rila Mountain. It was built between 1898 and 1914.

Tsarska Bistritsa Palace

Tsari Mali Grad Fortress

The presence of thermal waters in the village

of Belchin and the Belchin Bani Resort with

its proven therapeutic and prophylactic

effects on the locomotor system and skin

dermatitis, turn the place into a favorite

destination for spa and health tourism. The

location boasts a number of mineral water

pools and spa centers.
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К.к Боровец

and of course the variety of ski-runs

have made Borovets one of the

favorite destinations for winter sports

and recreation for tourists from

Bulgaria and all over the world.

Borovets Resort

Only 10 km from the town the oldest

and largest winter resort in Bulgaria –

Borovets, once called Chamkoria, is

located. Its history dates back to the

end of 19th c. - 1897, when King

Ferdinand built the first three villas and

a hunting lodge there. The place was

renamed Borovets in 1942. It is

situated at 1300 m above sea level on

the northern slopes of the Rila

Mountains, at the very foot of Mount

Musala, 70 km from Sofia.

Borovets offers great opportunities for winter sports, while in the summer marked hiking

routes and eco trails lead to the highest peak on the Balkans - Musala, to Malyovitsa and the

Seven Rila Lakes. The striking winter landscapes, the large number of luxury hotels and

villas, restaurants and pubs,

Samokov has well developed sports

facilities - a stadium, motor-cycle track,

roll ban, shooting ground, outdoor

tennis courts and football and mini

football playgrounds. The municipality

has a modern, multipurpose hall, which

can accommodate 25 different sports.

Borovets Resort

Samokov Sports Hall

Samokov Sports Hall
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Mount Malyovitsa

View to Mount Musala

The highest peak in Bulgaria and the

Balkan Peninsula - Musala, with its

2925 m is found in the municipality of

Samokov.

Връх Мусала

Thanks to its beautiful scenery and

unique location, Samokov and its

surroundings are attractive all year-

round for visit and vacation, offering

various forms of tourism. The lovers of

hunting and safaris can indulge their

craving by visiting the hunting bases in

the municipality. The fans of fishing,

water sports, beach and camping can

choose recreation on the Iskar Dam.

One of the most visited tourist areas in

Rila Mountains is Mount Malyovitsa

(2729 m). and the area around it with

its exceptionally beautiful circus lakes.

Комплекс “Мальовица” разполага с

две писти, а добри условия за

начинаещи скиори предлага и

пистата в с. Говедарци.
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B О Т Е V G R А D
ТеI: +359 (0723) 66 608

Internet address: www.botevgrad.org

Е-mail: kmet@botevgrad.org

Botevgrad Municipality is located in Western Bulgaria. Its territory includes part of Western and

Northern Balkan (Stara Planina) Mountains. The municipality comprises the town of Botevgrad as

administrative center and 12 villages. Botevgrad Municipality is the second largest administrative

center in the Sofia Region, with excellent infrastructure and a dynamic economy. The

geostrategic importance of Botevgrad is determined by the Vitinya Pass connecting Northern and

Southern Bulgaria, the proximity to the capital and the Hemus Highway which passes through its

territory.

Saransk Square

Until 1866 the town was called

Samundzhievo. Subsequently it was

renamed Orhanie and carried this name

until 1934. Since then it is called

Botevgrad after the poet and

revolutionary Hristo Botev.

The monument of Hristo Botev

Forum Square

The day of Botevgrad is celebrated on 29

November. In 2013 the renovated downtown called

Forum was opened which is a favorite place for fun

and relaxation of the residents of Botevgrad..
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The museum activity in Botevgrad started in

1937 when a museum collection was

organized at the local high school. Today the

rich cultural and historical past of the region is

represented in the Historical Museum of

Botevgrad, collecting more than 15 000 items

- tools, ceramics, a marble slab with the

image of a Thracian horseman, photos and

documents related to the history of Botevgrad

area. Since 2011 the History Museum of

Botevgrad has been moved to a renovated

building.

The symbol of Botevgrad is the highest clock

tower in Bulgaria from the Revival period with a

height of 30 m. The site was built in 1866. The

tower was declared a cultural monument of

national significance in 2007 and is included in

the list of the 100 national tourist sites. The

sound of bells reminds the residents of

Botevgrad of their heroic past.

The Assumption of the Holy Mother Church

The clock tower in Botevgrad

Botevgrad History Museum

The newest church in Botevgrad is the

Assumption of the Holy Mother temple. The

temple was inaugurated by the Lovech

Bishop Gavriil on 23 June 2007. Its interior

space can gather over 200 laymen.
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The Forty Holy Martyrs Convent,

nearby the village of Vrachesh

The village of Skravena accommodates

the only monumental ossuary in

Bulgaria of the members of the Hristo

Botev's armed company.

Three kilometers south of the village of

Bozhenitsa lies the unique

archaeological monument of national

importance - the Bozhenishki Urvich

Fortress. According to archaeological

excavations, the site was inhabited as

early as prehistoric times, but the first

fortifications date back to the 5th-6th c.

as a unit from the early Byzantine

defensive system. The Bozhenishki

Urvich Fortress reached its zenith in the

13th-14th c. During the Ottoman

invasion it was one of the last

conquered Bulgarian strongholds.

Every year thousands of Bulgarians

gather on the lawn at the foot of the

fortress for the annual regional folklore

festival.

Мемориалът на Ботевите четници в с. Скравена

Крепостта Урвич, с. Боженица

There are 53 cultural monuments in

Botevgrad and the surrounding area. This

rich cultural and historical heritage makes

them a preferred destination for tourism

and recreation. The Forty Holy Martyrs

Monastery in the village of Vrachesh was

built after the victory of Tsar Ivan Asen II

over the ruler of Epirus Theodore

Komnenos at Klokotnitsa on 9 March

1230. In the late 19th c. the Vrachesh

Monastery was rebuilt after it was

repeatedly burned.
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Botevgrad takes pride in its basketball club Balkan

Botevgrad, which is four-time champion of Bulgaria,

twice runner-up, six-time bronze medallist and four-time

winner of Bulgaria’s national cup.

Botevgrad is popular with the International Business

School – a university at which students from all over

the country are studying.

Arena Botevgrad Sports Complex

Ice skating rink

Баскетболен клуб“Балкан Ботевград”

Graduation of students at  the International Business School in 

Botevgrad
Majorette band from Botevgrad

Botevgrad also provides sports

opportunities. The Arena Botevgrad

Complex has 5000 seats and meets

the requirements of national and

international tournaments in nine

different sports. There is also unique

ice skating rink which is open all year

round.
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In the municipality of Botevgrad

there are companies operating in

the field of electronics, mechanical

engineering, chemical industry,

wood processing, food processing,

furniture industry, trade and

construction. Among them are

Sensata, Pipelife Bulgaria, Mikroak

,Grammer, Siemens, Nisa, Incotex

Bulsan, Leks Group and others.

Sensata

The municipality offers a wide scope network of social services aimed at supporting socially 

vulnerable and marginalized groups of people. The care home for older people “Adrian 

Atanasov, M.D.” opened on January 29, 2011 with the capacity to accommodate 60 people. 

On September 30, 2014 two centers for family-type accommodation called "Petko Ivanov, 

M.D." and "Ivan Tsvetkov, M.D." officially opened as part of the project "We are part of you". 

The centers have accommodated 28 children 

deprived of parental care.

Home for Old People Adrian Atanasov, M.D.
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The Muhalnitsa Protected Area is located near

Botevgrad, nearby the village of Zelin. The

area is famous for the unique periodic

migration of mountain frog that takes place

there. Scientists say that the migration has

occurred before 10 -12 000 years ago at the

end of the last ice age and is unique in its

scale in the world.

In the village of. Bozhenitsa at the foot of the

Bozhenishki Urvich Fortress, there is a

beautiful and pleasant place for recreation –

the Urvich Glade. It lies within the School

Forest Reserve where ancient natural oak

forest aged 50 to 200 years is found. Individual

trees reach a height of 30 meters. The reserve

has an area of 135.10 hectares.

“Жабешко блато”
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Bojenishki Urvich Fortress

Bebresh Dam

Bebresh Dam is located 10 km from the town of

Botevgrad. It can be reached along the old road from

Sofia to Botevgrad to Vitinya. The height of the dam

wall is 47.60 meters and its volume is 14.175 million

cubic meters. Its source is the Bebrsh River. The dam

is rich in various species of fish such as perch, bleak,

chub and carp.

Muhalnitsa Protected Area

Urvishka Glade

School Forest Reserve



S V О G Е

Three mountains touch their ridges around Svoge (Mala Planina, Golema Planina and Ponor)
and their embrace keeps the city safe from winds and storms. Most likely the name of the
municipal center is derived from the related word "svojdam" representing the leaning and
joining of the three ridges in the Western Balkan Mountains. According to some however, the
name comes from the word "suvodie" which means the merging of two rivers, while according
to others - "Svoge" is a slightly modified version of the combination "With God...".

Phone: +359 (0726)2 20 59

Internet adress: www.svoge.bg

Email: kmet@svoge.bg

The municipal administration in Svoge Iskar Gorge

The municipality of Svoge is located in the northern part of Sofia Region. Its administrative

center is the town of Svoge and includes 37 villages. The town is situated in the Iskar Gorge,

near the canyon formed by the Iskar River. Svoge is located 40 km north of the capital Sofia.

Svoge Municipality covers an area of 866 sq. km and is one of the largest in terms of territory in

Bulgaria

Iskar River The town of Svoge
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Skaklya Waterfall

Lakatnishkite Rocks

The most visited attractions near Svoge is the

cascading waterfall Bovska Skaklya (85 m)

which is the fourth largest waterfall in

Bulgaria, situated between the villages of

Gara Bov and Zasele, as well as the unique

Orlovo Gnezdo Rock Shelter

Temnata Dupka Cave

natural phenomenon Lakatnishkite Rocks. They are located 20 km from the town of Svoge and

are one of the most visited and famous climbing sites in Bulgaria. The symbol of the

Lakatnishkite Rocks is the alpine shelter Orlovo Gnezdo /Eagle's Nest/. 300 m above the Iskar

River, on a terraced ledge, perched

a small wooden house has perched, painted red

and visible from afar, which is the alpine shelter

that can be reached only "by rope". Inside the

Lakatnishkite Rocks the famous Temnata Dupka

Cave /Dark Hole/ (9000 m) is found.

The Vazov Ecotrail is a preferred destination for

tourism which leads to the Skaklya Waterfall.

The patriarch of Bulgarian literature Ivan Vazov

has often walked along it years ago and it is

exactly the place where he wrote some of his

finest works, including the pathetic story "Grand

Father Yotzo is watching" with a local resident

as his prototype.
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Sedemte Prestola Monastery

Sedemte Prestola Monastery

”

Located in a lovely

picturesque spot on one

of the bends of the

Gabrovitsa River, with a

magnificent architecture

and near the village of

Osenovlag, is located the

Sedemte Prestola /Seven

Thrones/ Monastery. The

temple is an attractive

visit destination formany

pilgrims and tourists. The

monastery was founded

in the 11th c. under

old Roman fortress called Kaleto. Over the centuries of its existence it has been a cultural and

educational center. Books were transcribed there, and in the 18th c. Sophronius Vratchanski

resided there. Restored and well maintained, the monastery offers its visitors aesthetic

pleasure and divine relaxation. Sedemte Prestola Monastery is included in the list of the 100

National Tourist Sites, and was also declared an artistic monument of national importance in

1971.

Unique for its frescoes is the Nativity of the Holy

Mother Church which is located in the

neighborhood of Staro Selo within the village of

Milanovo. According to most data the church is

dated back to 1492.

Nativity of the Holy Mother Church 
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Along with the culture, Svoge has a

well-developed economy. "The factory

for chocolate and chocolate products

Mondelez International AD is one of

the biggest investors and employers

in the region, providing over 350 jobs.

The range of products manufactured

by the company currently amounts to

more than 100. They are sold on the

Bulgarian market and are exported in

four other countries.

Завод на Крафт България

The segment of textiles manufacturing is presented

by the company Lily AD specialized in the production

of linen and knitwear clothing. The company works

exclusively for export to EU countries and provides
about 300 jobs.

Currently, along the Iskar River the

Middle Iskar project is taking place

which includes the construction of

nine small hydro power plants

(HPP). The first five of them have

already been built and put into

operation: Lakatnik HPP, Svrazhen

HPP, Tserovo HPP, Opletnya HPP

and Prokopanik HPP.
Lakatnik HPP
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The town of Svoge hosts the largest community

center in the municipality called Gradishte. The

plaec is a stage for numerous events and theater

plays. This, together with the work of the amateur

artist groups who have won a number of national

awards, makes Gradishte National Community

Center a true cultural center of the municipality.

Gradishte Community Center in 

Svoge

Factory of Craft Bulgaria



Е L I N P Е L I N

Elin Pelin municipality occupies the eastern

part of the Sofia field in the central part of

Sofia Region. The municipality includes 19

settlements and the town of Elin Pelin as

administrative center. The Hemus and

Trakia highways pass through its territory, as

well as the Sofia-Plovdiv-Svilengrad and

Sofia-Karlovo-Burgas railways and the main

gas and oil pipelines.

Phone: +359 (0725) 68 620

Internet address: www.elinpelin.org

Email: kmet_elinpelin@abv.bg

The municipal administration in Elin Pelin

The region of Elin Pelin is one of the best-

preserved centers of the shopska ethnic

cultural community in Bulgaria with its

typical hard speech, white traditional

clothing, characteristic folk dances, songs

and humor. The traditions of the local

people are presented annually during the

Shopski Fest in the town of Elin Pelin,

which has been taking place at the end of

May since 1970.
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Central square

Shopski fest

Elin Pelin Community Center



Saint Nikolay the Thaumaturge Church 

Eleshnitsa monastery 

The Eleshnitsa monastery "St. Assumption of the Holy Mother" is a valuable cultural

monument of national importance. In the adjacent o it Holy Mother Church beautiful frescoes

from the 16th and the 19th c. are preserved.

Among the major sights in the municipality is the Saint Nikolay the Thaumaturge Church in

the town of Elin Pelin, the religious school in the village of Doganovo, built in 1835, the Saint

Dimitar Monastery near the village of Gabra /1867/ and the Ravnopolska Monastery. The

Trayanov Drum /Road/ dating back to the 2nd c. passes through the municipality. Near the

village of Lesnovo nearby the Roman road (III c.) there was a large road station called

Buragara (also called Bugaraka).
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One of the landmark sights in the village of Lesnovo is the only church in the region with

three domes – the Saint Archangel Michael Church. Near the village is found the oldest tree

in the vicinity - The Old Oak, which is more than 500 years old.

the Saint Archangel Michael Church

Frescoes from the Eleshnitsa monastery 
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Kaleto in Novi Han

In 1881 it was declared one of the regional centers of the then Principality of Bulgaria. The

construction of the Sofia - Saranbey (present-day town of Septemvri) railway and the founding

of the first ceramic factory in the country - Isida, located 4 km south of the town, played a major

role in its development.

Three kilometers south of the village of

Novi Han there are preserved ruins of a

Thracian settlement with a fortress wall.

At several places to the west of the

village there are remains of Roman

settlements. Ever since the Revival the

then called village of Novoseltsi (now

the town of Elin Pelin) has gradually

become a natural cultural and

commercial center for the nearby

settlements.

Over time, the village strengthened economically. At the end of the 19th century a class school

and community center were found aimed at raising the cultural and educational status of the

population in the region. In 1950 the village of Novoseltsi was renamed Elin Pelin. In 1960 it

became a town.

The chemical, construction and food industries are of key importance to the municipality of Elin

Pelin. Baumit Ltd is a leading company in the production of building materials. A large number

of factories with various production are set up in the industrial complex Verila nearby the village

of Ravno Pole.

Isida Ceramic Factory
Baumit



Elin Pelin municipality is classified as a

region with potential for rural tourism.

International hunting tourism has been

developed in the Aramliets State Hunting

Ground. There are three geothermal

springs in the municipality with the one in

Ravno Pole having national importance

status where the mineral composition of

the water and its flow allow the formation of

a spa center.

Ognyanovo Dam provides excellent conditions for water sports development. The modern St

Sofia Golf Course is located in the village of Ravno Pole. At the end of the village of Lesnovo

one of the few certified airfields in Bulgaria for operation of aircraft weighing up to 5700 kg with

19 passenger seats is found.

Ognyanovo Dam

St Sofia Golf CourseThe airfield in the village of Lesnovo

The airfield in the village of Lesnovo St Sofia Golf Course”
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I H Т I М А N

The municipality of Ihtiman is located in Southwestern Bulgaria. The municipality comprises the

administrative center of the town of Ihtiman and another 24 settlements. Its territory is crossed

by major national roads such as the E-80 road, Trakia highway, the Sofia - Plovdiv – Svilengrad

railway. Ihtiman is located 49 km away from the capital Sofia and about 95 km from Plovdiv.

Phone: +359 (0724) 823 81

Internet address: www.ihtiman-obshtina.com

Еmail: obshtina_ixtiman@mail.bg

The municipal administration in Ihtiman

In the municipality of Ihtiman is the first golf course found in Bulgaria, which gave rise to the

development of this sport in the country. The Air Sofia Airport is only 2 km away from the golf

course. The first in Bulgaria and the largest in Southeast Europe solar power plant is located in

the village of Paunovo

Art gallery

Golf course Photovoltaic park in the village of Paunovo
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Markova Tavern Fortress

“Маркова механа”

Museum of History

Пmonument of the Unification of 

Bulgaria

Krusta /Cross/ Пдхкпехш

The historical heritage of Ihtiman municipality is

mostly associated with the old Roman roads. The

town was established on the ancient military road

from Belgrade to Constantinople, called Trayanov

Road or Via Trayana. The late antique fortress

called Markova Tavern is part of the Trayanovi

Vrata fortification system. At this site in 986 one of

the greatest victories in Bulgarian history - the

battle of Tsar Samuil with the Byzantine Emperor

Basil II took place.

The Museum of History in Ihtiman keeps

interesting exhibits and items which belonged to

local heroes from the First and Second World

Wars. In many villages of the municipality there

are monuments honoring the heroes who died in

the wars for liberation of Bulgaria.

The ancient name of the city is Stipon. It

originated as a Roman road station on the busy

road to the Bosphorus. After the Ottoman

conquest, its name was changed to Ihtiman.
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Monument to the participants in 

the April Uprising in the village of 

Belitsa
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The Assumption of the Holy Mother Church

During the years of the Ottoman rule the residents of Ihtiman did not have a church, but only

consecrated grounds. In 1835 the construction of the first Christian church began, painted by

masters from the Samokov School.

The churches in all villages of the

municipality are cultural sites. On

various religious holidays they open

their gates to laymen for religious

ceremonies.

The Nativity of the Holy Mother Chapel in the village of 

Balyovtsi
Параклис "Света Петка” с. Борика

Saint Petka Monastery in Vakarel

The Holy Spirit Chapel in the village of Dzhamuzovtsi
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The village of Chernyovo

Muhovo, Topolnitsa Dam

Ihtiman municipality is located in the Thracian region of the Kraishten - Ihtiman area. To the

north it covers parts of Ihtimanska Sredna Gora – which, in turn, comprises Vakarelska

Mountain, Belishka Mountain and Eledjik. Its southern part covers the northern slopes of the

Septemvri Hill. Surrounded on all sides by mountains lies the Ihtiman Valley. The protected

areas in the municipality are Iskar Hunting Reserve, nearby the village of Borika and

bordering the Dermen Dere Dam, where all

kinds of game are bred for shooting.

International hunting tourism is successfully

developed there.

Eledjik Mount which is located in the area is

famous for its centuries-old beech forest and

the trenches and barricades built during the

April Uprising, which have been preserved

there.

The dam in the village of Borika

attracts many fishing enthusiasts and

campers. Along Baba River there are

wonderful places for recreation. A

tourist trail leading to Iskar Hunting

Reserve starts from the chapel.

Another ecotrail starts from the council

of the village of Mirovo and leads to

Shindar Area. Adjacent to the village of

Muhovo is the Topolnitsa Dam, the

waters of which flow into Topolnitsa

River. The air in Muhovo with its

vertical circulation is famous for its

healing properties for respiratory tract

Diseases. A tourist trail called “In the

footsteps of Samuel” starts from the

village of Polyantsi and follows the old

Roman road.

Eledjik Mount

The numerous areas with preserved nature, biodiversity and clean air, create conditions for

the development of ecotourism in the municipality of Ihtiman with opportunities for

differentiation of various eco-trails and hiking trails.



К О S Т I N B R О D

Its transport and geographical

location is extremely favorable due

to the fact that the European

Transport Corridor № 10 (Kalotina-

Sofia) and the connection to the

Pan-European Transport Corridor

№8 (Gueshevo-Sofia-Plovdiv-

Burgas-Varna), including road and

railway infrastructure, pass through

its territory.
The municipal administration in  Kostinbrod

Phone: +359 (0721) 68 701

Internet address: www.kostinbrod.bg

Е-mail: obshtina@kbrod.net
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The short distance from Sofia, the

relatively good infrastructure,

relatively low prices of land and the

efficient municipal administration

attract many investors looking for

suitable land for development of

production capacities. Kostinbrod

municipality has good potential for

development of tourism, agriculture

and industry.
Celebration of Kostinbrod’s Day

The third Pan-European transport corridor passing through Kostinbrod is № 4 (Vidin-Sofia-

Kulata and Sofia-Svilengrad).

Kostinbrod municipality is located northwest of Sofia, in close proximity to the capital.

The municipality comprises its administrative center of the town of Kostinbrod and 13

villages.



Kostinbrod is the center of numerous

festivals with competition character – the

Shopski String Fest, the Parade of

Children's Song and others. The Shopski

String Fest is the largest Bulgarian folk

festival held indoors.

Saint George  the Victorious High School of Veterinary 

Medicine and Agriculture 

Fountain in the town’s center

Newly built playground

Хоро в ценъра на града

Kostinbrod celebrates its festival on

17 September. Each year, on the

occasion of the announcement of

Kostinbrod as town, various festive

events are organized. Usually, on that

day a big concert is held in the town’s

center accompanied by exhibitions

and theater performances, as well as

entertainment for children

The town has two sports complexes

called Belitsa and Benkovski.
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Out of the companies in the

sector the most popular are the

plants for soft drinks and juices of

Coca-Cola; the plant of Olineza

specialized in the production of

mayonnaises, sauces, chutneys,

etc.; the Djiev plant for production

of poultry meat, eggs and

sausages and production plant of

Kenar for salads and

prepackaged meals.

Paper and printing industries are

relatively new to the municipality, but are

quickly becoming leading sectors. A

favorable condition for the development

of the companies in the region of

Kostinbrod is the proximity to a large

market for their products, such as Sofia.

The leading sector in the local economy is the food industry, which is the oldest industry in the
municipality.

Warehouse of Olineza OOD

Coca-Cola production plant

Institute of Animal Science
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There are two science research institutes

within the municipality. One of these is the

Institute for Plant Protection, established by

Decree № 15 of Tsar Boris III of January 14,

1936 based on the existing Office for Plant

Protection with departments of plant pathology

and entomology with agricultural experimental

stations in Sofia, Sadovo, Obraztsov Chiflik

and Pleven. The other is the Institute of Animal

Science, established in 1950.



In the municipality of Kostinbrod the Shiyakovski Orthodox Monastery "St. Archangel Michael" is

located, which dates back to the Byzantine period. This is the place where in 1871 Vasil Levski

launched the secret revolutionary committee in Kostinbrod.

Kostinbrod hosts two unique ancient

monuments – the late Roman Skretiska

Residence (Palatium Scretisca) of

Constantine the Great and the Skretiska

Road Station (Mutatio Scretisca), as well as

the early Byzantine settlement Kratiskara

(ΚΡΑΤΙΣΚΑΡΑ) in the area of Gradishteto

near the town of Kostinbrod. In ancient times

this area was beautiful and fertile, close to

hot mineral springs and an important road to

Constantinople.

Shiyakovski MonasteryMonument of Vasil Levski

Mosaic from the yard of Constantine the Great 
Skretiska Residence

Saint Cyril and Saint Methodius Church
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К О S Т Е N Е T S
Phone: +359 (07142) 23 08

Internet address: www.kostenetz.com/

E-mail: kostenetz_adm@yahoo.com

The municipal administration in Kostenetz

A section of Trakia Highway

and Sofia-Plovdiv-Svilengrad

railway line passes through the

municipality. Kostenets

Municipality is located where

two mountain ranges meet -

the Rila-Rhodope mountain

massif in the Eastern

Rhodopes and the

northwestern slopes of Rila

Mountain, as well as the

mountain massif of Ihtimanska

Sredna Gora .
Panoramic view

Kostenets municipality is situated in Southwestern

Bulgaria. It comprises the town of Kostenets as

administrative center and 7 villages.
The center of Kostenets
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The еxpansion of the present-day town of

Kostenets started in 1884 with the construction of

the Belovo-Vakarel railway, part of the Sofia-

Istanbul route. The built in 1901 and 1902 match

factory and the factory for paper and cardboard,

accelerated the growth of population in the

settlement. Today paper industry remains the

leading sector in the local economy.

The center of Kostenets  village

Завод за хартия и хартиени изделия

The first school in the town of

Kostenets was opened in 1907 with

donations from the local residents. In

the same year a community center

was set up, which continues to engage

in cultural activities traditional for the

area as of today.

The local population has preserved

much of its distinctive culture and

customs which are interpreted by

amateur performers in the community

and then presented at local fairs and

Christian holidays.

Кукерски празник в с. Горна Василица

Progress  Community Center
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One of the greatest treasures of Kostenets is the abundance of mineral springs, thanks to

which three major resort areas formed: Momin Prohod /Pass/, Kostenets Villas and Pchelinski

Bani.

Momin Prohod Resort has established itself as a

national rehabilitation center for many diseases.

The mineral waters found there are collected in a

common hydrothermal source. A children's

sanatorium for treatment and rehabilitation with an

extended period of residence is built there.

All these favorable factors determine the extremely

high potential of Kostenets municipality for

development of various forms of tourism -

mountain, rural, winter, hunting, ecological, cultural,

rehabilitation and spa.

Villa Konstantsia Ezeroto Complex

Among the unique natural sites in

the area is the unique Kostenski

Waterfall, located in the resort of

Villas Kostenets, with a height of

more than 10 m, praised by the

famous writer Ivan Vazov.

Ezeroto Complex

Kostenski Waterfall
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There are over 20 Christian churches in the

municipality with historical, cultural and artistic

value, among which Saint Archangel Michael

Church in the village of Kostenets and Saint

George the Martyr Church in the town of

Kostenets.

Saint Archangel Michael Church

Saint George the Martyr Church

Trayanovi Vrata Fortress

The greatest historical site in the region is the Trayanovi Vrata Fortress - a monument of the

Roman era and later of the First and Second Bulgarian State. The facility has a size of 90/40

meters and is located 15 km from Kostenets and 60 km from Sofia. This is the place where in

986 Tsar Samuil defeated the army of the Byzantine emperor Basil II.
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In the Gorna Tsarkva Area, above Kostenski

Waterfall, the Assumption of the Holy Mother

Chapel is found. At this site outlines of an old

Christian basilica were revealed, destroyed by the

Turks, which dates back to the 13th c. Assumption of the Holy Mother Chapel



Е Т R О P О L Е
Phone: +359 (0720) 68 222

Internet address: www.etropolebg.com

E-mail: obstina@etropolebg.com

The municipal administration in Etropole

The town’s pride and symbol are the Clock

Tower, built in 1710 and the building of the

former Ottoman town hall, which today

houses the Historical Museum.

’

Etropole Municipality is located on the

northern slopes of Stara Planina

/Balkan Mountain/. The town lies in

the northern foothills of Etropolska

Stara Planina, on both banks of Malki

Iskar river, about 80 km from Sofia.

The administrative center of the town

of Etropole and 7 other settlements

fall within the scope of the

municipality.

Historical Museum in Etropole

Panoramic view of Etropole
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The  Clock Tower



Etropole has over 2500 years of history. The

village is situated at an important crossroads

connecting the Danube with Macedonia and

Thrace. Between 4th-6th c. in the area called

Saint Atanas there was a settlement fortified by

two walls, remains of which are preserved

today. In 16th-17th c. the town developed as a

mining and crafts center. The extraction of

mineral deposits stimulates the development of

In the 16th-17th c. in the Holy Trinity

Monastery / Varovitets/, located in a

picturesque area about 5 km from the

town, arose the literary, educational

and calligraphic art school of Etropole.

Seventy-six volumes of manuscripts

with original style of painting and

decoration are preserved. The icons in

the monastery prove the existence of

an icon workshop. In 1613 a school

was set up in the monastery, and in

1811 a public school was established

in the town of Etropole as well.

Holy Trinity Monastery 
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Saint Atanas Fortress

During the Revival Etropole was one of the main

merchant and craft centers in the Bulgarian lands.

Arnaudova House Pavelpanchovata House

crafts related to the processing of metals - blacksmithing, coppersmithing, cutlery, goldsmiths

and others.
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Saint Georgie Church Saint Petka Church Saint Archangel Michael Church

Saint Nicholas ChurchSaint Iliya Church

There are five churches in Etropole situated in the form of a Christian cross..

Saint Petka Church was built in 1882 on the site of an old Christian church. According to an old

legend, the old church was destroyed by a strong earthquake. The church has one nave with a

wooden dome. There are no murals inside. Saint Petka Church is an architectural monument of

culture.

Saint Nicholas was built in an area where once stood a Christian cemetery and a chapel. In

1909, the temple was built with church revenues and donations.

Saint George was built around the middle of 17th c. It was erected on the foundations of an old

medieval church. The temple is made entirely out of stone and houses preserved old icons.

There are several legends associated with the Saint Iliya Church. Most likely, the temple was

destroyed by an earthquake in 1749. With voluntary contributions the present chapel was

completed in 1934.

Saint Archangel Michael Church was built in 1837 by Etropole masters. It has three naves. The

iconostasis has a tracery walnut carving in walnut later covered with golden bronze. The church

was declared an artistic and architectural monument of culture.



Tourists can visit Elen Hunting Ground and the

Balkan Horses Base. The lovers of hiking can

enjoy the Echo of the Sound of Bells trail.

Orlov Kamak-Chrvenata Stena rock formation in the 

village of Lopyan

Varovitets Waterfall

Etropole Dam

Echo of the Sound of Bells eco-trail

Etropole attracts many tourists with its

natural beauties, including Orlov Kamak –

Chervenata Stena, Kozi Dol, Grohotaka

and Varovitets, as well as protected areas

and rock formations, such as the Dolls and

Etropolski Pinnacles.

Rock pinnacles
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SLIVNITSA

Slivnitsa municipality is located in the

northwestern part of the Sofia valley, which

is part of the Slivnitsa field. The

municipality comprises the administrative

center of the town of Slivnitsa and another

12 villages. The international road E-80

Belgrade-Kalotina-Sofia-Plovdiv-Kapitan

Andreevo and the Sofia-Belgrade railway

pass through its territory.

Phone: +359 (0727) 42300

Website: www.slivnitsa.bg

E-mail: slivnitsa@slivnitsa.bg

The building of the municipal 

administration in Slivnitsa

The oldest public building in

town is the St. St. Cyril and

Methodius church, built in

1879.

The municipality has over 15

small and medium enterprises.

Arena Slivnitsa sports hall The main square

the St. St. Cyril and Methodius  church
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Slivnitsa Municipality is known for the victory of the young Bulgarian army in the Serbo-Bulgarian

War in 1885. The monuments built on this occasion are of touristic interest.

Heroes of Slivnitsa Memorial Complex

Monument to the fallen soldiers in the Serbo-

Bulgarian war

Pantheon of the fallen soldiers in the Serbo-Bulgarian war
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Above the village of Gurgulyat, in the Tsarkvishte

area, an impressive pantheon-monument was

built in memory of those who died in the battle for

Gurgulyat - peasants, soldiers and officers. The

pantheon was built of red concrete measuring

approximately 700 square meters and has a

height of about 20 meters.

The monument to the fallen soldiers in

the Serbo-Bulgarian war was built in

2005 to celebrate the 120th anniversary

of the events. It depicts two soldiers’

bayonets.

The Heroes of Slivnitsa Memorial Complex

is located in the centre of the town of

Slivnitsa. It built in 1935 as a sign of

gratitude to the Bulgarian soldiers and

officers who died during the Serbo-

Bulgarian War.

The memorial is a 20-meter high granite

monument. It is a composition of memorial

plaques, a sculpture of two soldiers and a

cannon on a pedestal. On the east side of

the monument are engraved the

unforgettable words of the writer Ivan

Vazov: "Bulgaria, they died for you."
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The New Cemetery over Slivnitsa Memorial

The soldier monument in Aldomirovtsi, the 

oldest of its kind

Monument of the five hero captains 

from the Serbo-Bulgarian war
Monument in the village of Burlojnitsa

A monument of the captains was built in the courtyard of the former Slivnitsa division in 1985, on

the occasion of the 100th anniversary of the heroic victory of the Bulgarian army in the Serbo-

Bulgarian War of 1885. It is dedicated to captains Atanas Benderev, Kosta Panitsa, Radko

Dimitriev, Olimpi Panov and Atanas Uzunov. Their busts are located at the base of the five

symbolic bayonets, each with a height of 11 meters.

In the village of Burlojnitsa, a

small monument was erected to

the locals who died for the

freedom of Bulgaria. It represents

a block of stone on which

memorial plaques are engraved

with a cross for bravery and the

inscription "Eternal glory to the

heroes", along with their names.

The first soldier monument is

located at the Mramora hill, near

the village of Aldomirovtsi. It is

dedicated to the soldiers and

officers from the seventh Preslav

regiment who gave their lives for

the Unification of Bulgaria by

fighting the Serbo-Bulgarian War

in 1885. The monument was

opened on in 1891 in the

presence of Knyaz Ferdinand.

The New Cemetery over Slivnitsa Memorial, in the

Dlagshan area near Slivnitsa, is a cross monument in

memory of the fallen Bulgarian and Serbian soldiers from

the Serbo-Bulgarian War in 1885. It was opened and

consecrated in 2010, on the occasion of the 125th

anniversary of the Serbo-Bulgarian War. The cross has a

height of 6 meters, and close to it there is a moraine with a

marble plaque. On the marble plaque stands a quotation

from Ivan Vazov’ s poem "The new cemetery over

Slivnitsa", written in 1885.



The municipality of Slivnitsa has four protected

ancient trees.

The municipality of Slivnitsa successfully

develops ecotourism. There are three eco

trails.

Kuklata rock

Petlyuka Fortress, Gurgulyat village

Aldomirovtsi marsh

Village of Gurgulyat ecotrail

Ancient tree

The municipality also boasts a natural

phenomenon – the Aldomirovtsi marsh,

where snowflake flowers grow.
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PIRDOP
Phone: +359 (07181) 52 42

Website: www.pirdop.bg

E-mail: obshtina_pirdop05@abv.bg

Pirdop Municipality is located in the southeastern part of the Zlatitsa-Pirdop valley, near the

Pirdop River, 81 km away from the city of Sofia. The municipality consists of the town of

Pirdop and the village of Dushantsi. Archaeological excavations prove that its territory was

inhabited since ancient times.

There are many theories about the name of

the town, but the most plausible is that it is

of Thracian origin and means "village by the

water", which is understandable if you take

into account its geographical location. For

the first time the settlement was mentioned

in historical sources in the first half of the
15th c. under the name Protopopintsi.

In its history, the city has established itself as a commercial center for the region. During the

16th and 17th century the domestic wool industry develops actively, becoming a major source

of income for the local population over the next several centuries. Furthermore, Pirdop was

famous for its production of jerky, soap and candles.

Pirdop municipality has a long tradition in the production of black and refined copper, as well

as sulfuric acid. The city is known outside the country as "the copper capital of Bulgaria." The

largest copper producing company in Southeastern Europe

The city centre

and second in the country in financial

results operates here – it is part of the

Aurubis Group, Germany.

In Pirdop is located the only school-

monument in the country - Todor G.

Vlaykov. In specially shaped places at

the entrance of the school are placed

five large marble plaques on which are

inscribed the names of all the people

from Pirdop who died in the wars until

1945.

The Todor G. Vlaykov school-monument
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According to historical and archaeological

research, the most ancient monument of

national importance in Pirdop Municipality are

the ruins of early Christian fortified church in

the Elensko area, dated from the end of the

5th century - the first half of the 6th century. It

is included in the UNESCO list of protected

monuments of culture.

The temple is located about 3.5 kilometers

from the town of Pirdop. The area and the

river

The Lukanov House museum is an architectural monument of the Renaissance era and the

first administrative building of the municipality of Pirdop after the Liberation.

The house was built in the period 1870-1872. It was owned by Renaissance scholar Luka

Pavlov, who lived from 1828 to 1884. It reflects the history of the town of Pirdop and the

surrounding area from antiquity to the 20th century. The house-museum was declared a

historical and architectural monument of local importance.

Elenska basilica

Lukanov House museum

In the Assumption of Mary church, which was built in 1819 on the foundations of an old

temple, is housed a unique walnut carved iconostasis, made by masters of the Debar school -

one of the two preserved in our country and one of four on the Balkans.

Assumption of Mary church

that runs through it are called Elensko and Elenska River, and the ruins of the basilica –

Elenski Monastery or St. Iliya monastery. According to oral tradition, the church operated until

1700. Today only remains of its walls, which have a height of 8 meters, as well as parts of the

fortress wall are preserved.
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PRAVETS

Pravets Municipality is located in the northeastern part of the Sofia region, 55 km from the

capital Sofia. Of strategic importance for the municipality is the fact that it is located near the

transport corridor Sofia-Varna as part of the Hemus highway.

On October 16, 1981 Pravets was called a city with a decree of the State Council. Today it is

the administrative center of the municipality of Pravets, including 10 more villages.

Phone: +359 (07133) 22 88

Website: www.pravets.bg

E-mail: obshtina@pravets.bg

Pravets city centre
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The name Pravets comes from the "right track." The old names of the city are Bogotvor,

Borovets, Beravcha and Altun Beravcha.

The mild mountain climate, clean and preserved nature, combined with contemporary and

progressively modernized facilities and infrastructure are excellent preconditions for the

development of tourism.

АМ “Хемус”

Pravets Municipality has a rich cultural and

historic heritage, demonstrating continuity

between different historical eras in the region.

The municipality has more than 200 cultural

monuments, more than 120 Thracian mounds,

fortresses and monuments like old houses from

Renaissance times, as well as working

churches and monasteries.

The Renaissance house of pop Marko



The museum complex in the town of Pravets includes

the native house of Todor Zhivkov and an exhibition

building. The native house in its current form dates to

1974 The museum is a scientific and cultural institute.

Its main task is to collect, record, protect and preserve

the cultural values of the town of Pravets and the

whole municipality. It has five sections: Ethnography,

Archaeology, Modern and Contemporary History,

Bulgarian lands 15-19th century and Art Department.

In the exhibition building are presented exhibits from

around the world - gifts for Todor Zhivkov from heads

of state and international organizations.

Historical museum, Pravets

The childhood home of Todor Zhivkov

The Heavenly Pastures natural park in the village of Osikovitsa is an attractive place for

nature walks.

There is special potential religious or

pilgrimage tourism. In the municipality, in the

village of Kalugerovo, is located the

Chekotinski monastery "St. Archangel Michael

", which has existed since the time of the

Second Bulgarian Kingdom. The monastery

was declared an archaeological monument.

Chekotinski monastery Heavenly Pastures park, Osikovitsa village
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Of interest are the churches in the villages of

Vidrare, Svode, Osikovitsa and Kalugerovo.

Visitors are also attracted by the old school in the

village of Vidrare and the Tunyakovski inn.

The inn of Vutyo Popivanov (Tunyakovski

inn) is restored to its original appearance.

It has a preserved hiding place of Vasil

Levski.

Tunyakovski inn, Vidrare village

Old school, Vidrare village

St. Paraskeva church, Vidrare village

St. Archangel Michael church, Osikovitsa village

St, Nikola church, Svode village
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The St. Teodor Tiron Monastery ecotrail is

4.5 km long. It departs from the town of

Pravets and continues through woodland in

the wilderness to end at the monastery. It

dates from 1636. The temple and

monastery kitchen are declared a cultural

monument of the Middle Ages. It is located

3 km southeast of the town of Pravets

St. Teodor Tiron Monastery

RIU Pravets Golf & SPA complex Pravets Sports Complex

The excellent facilities at the Pravets Sports

Complex make it a favorite place for active

training for many athletes and professional

teams, including the Lukoil basketball team.

The base offers two tennis courts, outdoor

grounds, modern sports hall for basketball and

volleyball with 500 seats and a gym. The

complex has well-maintained grassed football

pitches

At the entrance of the town of Pravets is located the RIU Pravets Golf & Spa complex. It

consists of luxury villas and a hotel. Within the complex there are tennis courts, a water sports

club and a golf course, which meets all standards of the Association of professional golfers. It

attracts guests for both leisure and for various events such as conferences, receptions and

weddings.

and athletics tracks, a main stadium with natural grass and running track according to the

requirements of the European Athletics Federation, as well as training facilities.
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BOZHURISHTE

Bozhurishte is located in the western part of

the Sofia field, near the capital. The

municipality includes nine villages and the

administrative center - the city of

Bozhurishte.

The Pan-European Corridor № 10 in the

section Kalotina – Sofia passes through its

territory.

The hilly terrain and the nature and climate

make the municipality suitable

Phone: +359 (02) 993 38 10

Website: www.bozhurishte.bg

E-mail: bojurob@mail.bg

Bozhurishte municipal administration 

for herb production and ecotourism. Bozhurishte was declared one of the most clean and green

areas in the country. The proximity of the municipality to the capital is an excellent prerequisite

for the development of its economy. The region has developed light industry, mainly processing,

manufacture of furniture, food production, processing of raw coffee and more.

One of the largest infrastructure projects in the country - '' Economic Area Sofia " – is being built

on the territory of the municipality Bozhurishte. The zone is designed to include:

Народното читалище  гр. Божурище

Economic Area Sofia project• industrial park for clean

production activities;

• logistics base and intermodal

terminal with links to road and

railway lines;

• tech center;

• administrative and business

center.
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The General Krum Lekarski equestrian

centre in the city of Bozhurishte is an

entirely new sports and entertainment

facility.

It is located on the territory of the old

equestrian center and it continues the

tradition to develop the equestrian sport

in the Bozhurishte region. It is built

according to all world standards and

offers perfect conditions for sports and

recreation.

The airport was declared a monument of

culture, reflecting the history of Bulgarian

aviation in the first half of the 20th

century. A stylized image of the airport is

included as part of the coat of arms of

Bozhurishte.

In Bozhurishte was created the first

airplane school in the country. After 1948

the airport was used for training flights

and parachuting.

General Krum Lekarski equestrian centre

The first airport in Bulgaria

Hristo Botev community centre

The Hristo Botev community centre in

Bozhurishte was founded in 1934. In 2015

the Baroque building was completely

renovated with European funding.

Bozhurishte is home to the first airport in Bulgaria. In 1915 the first Bulgarian plane set off

from there. In 1943 Dimitar Spisarevski flew for his last mission in defense of Sofia in the most

massive attack by British and American bombers during World War II.
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ZLATITSA
Phone: +359 (0728) 60 201

Website: www.zlatitsa.bg

E-mail: ob_zlatica@mail.bg

Народното читалище в гр. Златица

The history of the city of Zlatitsa starts from Antiquity. The first written evidence is in the famous

Virgin charter of King Constantine Asen (1257 - 1277). The settlement was probably named so

due to the extraction of gold from gold-bearing sand, born by the Suha river.

The municipality has many architectural and

memorial monuments - the Spasov well church

complex, the old town hall, the convent, which

has served as a hiding place of Vasil Levski, the

Boyanov house, the St. Martyr George temple-

monument, built in 1859.

The Vasil Levski convent in Zlatitsa

The Boyanov house

One of the most famous landmarks in the city is

the Clock Tower. It was built in 1777 during the

Ottoman rule. Its height is approximately 17

meters. The clock still marks every hour with a

chime. Today, this tower has become a symbol

of Zlatitsa and is part of the coat of arms of the

municipality.

The Clock Tower
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The municipality has the resources to develop different types of tourism. It provides conditions

for lovers of hiking, horseback riding, mountain biking, fishing, extreme tourism. They can visit

monasteries and historical landmarks.

Ascension of the Lord Monastery

The Zlatitsa Monastery "Ascension of the Lord" is located near an impetuous karst spring in

the northern outskirts of the city. The monastery was founded in the 19th century. It is a

complex of a church and residential building. Today it is a monument of culture.

According to the legend, here at the end of the14th century in a bloody battle against the

Ottoman Turks, died last defender of Zlatitsa – Spas Voivode.

The St. Spas Chapel

There, where Spas Voivode was killed, a spring burst out. From gratitude to his heroic feat

and sacrifice, the people named the spring after him -Spasov well. The legend of the healing

abilities of the well is lost far in the past. On the 40th day after Easter, the day of the

Ascension, thousands of people come to the St. Spas chapel.

The Zlatitsa community centre

The Hristo Smirnenski community centre has a 122-year tradition in the active development of

cultural and educational activities. The community center library has about 60,000 volumes of

literature. Its work is aimed at local and national folklore, theater, art and music and dance.

Spasov well
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GORNA MALINA

Gorna Malina municipality is situated between Stara planina and Sredna gora in central western

Bulgaria. It is located 25 km from the city of Sofia. The municipality includes the administrative

center - Gorna Malina and 13 villages.

The building of the municipality of 

Gorna Malina

Phone: +359 (07152) 22330

Website: www.gornamalina.eu

E-mail: obshtina@gornamalina.net

The efforts of the municipality are

aimed at creating an economy based

on high technology and renewable

energy sources, as well as

developing the tourism potential in

the segments ecological, rural and

sports tourism.

In this regard, the construction of the

Zvezdets wind park in the village of

Sturgel, the photovoltaic

Windmills Hydropark

park in the village of Aprilovo and the Gorna Malina tech park are being worked on. The

Windmills Hydropark is a unique tourist site.



In the Kalugeritsa area near the

village of Baylovo was located

one of the oldest astronomical

observatories found in the

Bulgarian lands.

In the village of Baylovo is the

house-museum and monument

of the famous Bulgarian writer

Elin Pelin.

A monument to the fallen in the Russian-Turkish war is built in the Arabakonak passage.

Rock sanctuary

Elin Pelin house-museum

Monument to the fallen in the Russian-Turkish war

The geographical location of the

municipality (at the southern

entrances of the Balkan

passages Arabakonak and

Vitinya) determines the existence

of cultural layers and traces of

human presence since Antiquity.

Ancient routes crossing Stara

Planina passed through the

territory of the municipality.

St. Dimitar Church, village of Makotsevo

Almost all settlements in the

municipality have Orthodox churches.

Traces of buildings built in Roman times were found during excavations.
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GODECH

The building of the municipal administration in Godech

Phone: +359 (0729) 23 00

Website: www.godech.bg

E-mail: obshtina_godech@abv.bg 

The E-79 road Kulata - Sofia - Montana - Lom / Vidin /, which is part of Pan-European

Transport Corridor № 4, passes through the municipality.

Godech municipality is located in the northwestern part of the Sofia field. To the north rises the

Berkovitsa part of Stara Planina with Kom Peak (2016 meters), to the south is Chepan

mountain with its highest peak Petrov krast (1206 m) and to the east are the final shoots of Mala

planina. Godech’s western border is with Serbia. The municipality consists of 19 villages and the

administrative center is the city of Godech. The name means "fit, comfortable place to live."

НУ “Христо Ботев” СОУ “Проф. д-р. Асен Златаров” 58
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Централен площад Годеч

On January 1, 1899 alert and patriotic

citizens of Godech founded the

Napreduk community centre. Along with

it a library, whose fund was raised

mostly from donations, began working.

In 1954 it was renamed Nikola

Vaptsarov.

Its groups have won gold medals at the

folklore festival in Koprivshtitsa, as well

as participating in international cultural

events.

There are many churches and

monasteries in the region that have

preserved their authenticity over the years.

Archeologists believe that during the

Second Bulgarian Empire and the first

years of the Ottoman rule, the Godech

area was a large monastic center,

belonging to the Sofia Holy Mountain.

The Razboishte Monastery "Blessed

Virgin" is a rock monastery, located in the

gorge of the river Nishava in the

immediate vicinity of the village

Razboishte.

The Razboishte Monastery "Blessed Virgin"

Bukorovski MonasterySt. Nikolay Monstarey, village of Tudovets
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The earliest evidence suggests that in the Nishava

valley was inhabited by the Thracian tribe "treri"

which means "forest people", because this area was

covered with old oak and beech forests.

The St. Nikolay Letni monastery in

Godech is a national monument. It is

situated next to the foundations of an

ancient temple. In this place every

year on May 9 a ceremony is held.

Archeological findings testify about

life in the region in prehistoric times,

and at the time of the Thracians and

Romans.

St. Nikolay Letni monastery

Archeological site

St. Dimitar churchHoly Trinity church
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The natural landmarks,

geographical location, beautiful

scenery and fresh air create

conditions for development of

tourism - rural, hiking, hunting,

fishing and ecotourism.

The Zaskogo rock complex near the village of Gintsi

includes the Zaskogo karst gap and the Dineva

cave, Kriva cave, Svetata voda cave and Podmola

cave.

The Kotlite waterfall is located in the village of

Razboishte, on the Drakul river, which crosses

high cliffs and forms three falls of water with a

total height of about 20 meters. The area is karst

and rich in caves, springs, pools, caverns and

waterfalls.

The Golyama Balabanova Dupka

gathers two caves – Malkata and

Golyamata Balabanova dupka, whose

entrances are located 300-400 meters

apart. The length of the cave galleries

of Golyamata Balabanova dupka is

4800 meters, which puts it in fifth place

among the longest Bulgarian caves.

Скален комплекс “Заского”

Kotlite waterfall

Golyama Balabanova Dupka cave
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DRAGOMAN
Phone: +359 (07172) 21 03

Website: www.obshtinadragoman.com

E-mail: obshtina_dragoman@abv.bg

Dragoman is the first town on the western

"front door" of the Republic of Bulgaria.

The Kalotina border checkpoint is located

in its territory. The town is connected with

Sofia by the international road E-80,

leading from Europe to the Middle East.

Kalotina border checkpoint

Dragoman is located 36 km northwest from Sofia and 15 km from the state border with Serbia.

The town is located in a small alpine field at the foot of the Chepan mountains. The municipality

consists of 33 villages and the administrative center Dragoman.

Oбщинска администрация Драгоман

Kalotina border checkpoint

Tourist information centre in Dragoman
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St. Nikola church, village of Kalotina

Along the Nishava river are located many

churches and monasteries with cultural and

historical significance.

With its natural resources, beautiful

landscape and almost untouched nature, the

municipality has the prerequisites to become

a leading destination for mountain tourism.

Маломаловски манастир

St. Anastasii monastery Temnata dupka cave, village of Berende

Sabazios sanctuary

On Petrovski krast peak in Chepan mountain a

sanctuary built by the Thracian tribes in honor

of God Sabazios was found.
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A natural monument of local

importance is the located near

the village of Chekanets beech

forest, known as Chekanska

buka. The hamlets of the

villages are scattered over the

picturesque hills and valleys

that are typical of the mountain

appearance of this part of

Bulgaria.

Soldier memorial, village of Golemo Malovo

Memorial of soviet pilots

Closely related to the life and faith of the 

inhabitants are the votive offerings.

Votive cross – village of Dragoil

View from the village of Chekanets

View of the village of Tsraklevtsi



The wetland is the habitat of many rare

and endangered plant and animal

species. The complex has 256 species

of birds, representing 61% of the bird

fauna of the country, 9 species of

amphibians, 11 reptiles, 43 species of

mammals and 180 species of plants,

most of which are endemic to the

country and the Balkan Peninsula.

The Dragoman marsh karst 

complex is a wetland of 

international importance, 

situated in a large valley 

surrounded by limestone hills 

at the foot of the karst 

mountain Chepan.

Dragoman marsh

Dragoman marsh
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DOLNA BANYA
Phone: +359 (07120) 21 21

Website: www.dolna-banya.net

E-mail: obshtinadb@abv.bg

Building of the municipal administration in Dolna Banya

The municipality has the first private certified

airport training center in Bulgaria. The airport

has all the necessary facilities - runway system,

hangar, communications. There is equipment

and personnel to maintain the airfield in good

condition all year round.

Fountain

Dolna Banya aviation centre

Dolna Banya is a town in western Bulgaria,

located on the right bank of the Maritsa

River, between the northern slopes of Rila

mountain and the foothills of the Sredna

gora. It is located 72 km away from Sofia

and 115 km from Plovdiv. The mild

mountain climate, clean air and the

presence of hot mineral springs have

turned the village into a resort. The tourist

route to the Rila Monastery also passes

through Dolna Banya.

Fountain in the centre of Dolna Banya
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The wealth of Dolna Banya are its mineral

springs. The thermal waters of the city have

almost the entire spectrum of healing properties.

The Assumption of Mary church

St. Parashkeva Petka church

Mineral water fountain

White stork nest

The greatest natural attraction of

Dolna Banya are the white storks that

generations of Bulgarians are

considered a good omen.

Old Roman bath

The combination of location, beautiful

scenery and numerous mineral springs

attracted people from ancient times.

The Assumption of Mary church was

consecrated by His Eminence Dositey

of Samokov on 30 October, 1870.

Built 135 ago, it is still to this day one

of the most beautiful temples of the

Bulgarian Orthodox Church.
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KOPRIVSHTITSA
Phone: +359 (07184) 21 24

Website: www.koprivshtitsa-bg.com

E-mail: obs_koprivshtitsa@abv.bg

Building of the municipal administration in Koprivshtitsa
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Koprivshtitsa originated in the 14th century.

Freedom and patriotic spirit have been

transmitted from generation to generation in

Koprivshtitza. Many Bulgarians who gave their

lives for the motherland were born in this city.

Among the attractions are the native houses of

Lyuben Karavelov, Todor Kableshkov, Georgi

Benkovski and Dimtcho Debelyanov.

Лютовата къща

Oslekov house

Koprivshtitsa municipality occupies a

central position in Sredna Gora and

peripheral in the Sofia region, within

southern Bulgaria. The municipality

borders with Plovdiv and Pazardzhik. The

municipal center – the town of

Koprivshtitsa - is the only settlement in the

municipality. Koprivshtitsa was declared a

museum town in 1952, an architectural and

historical reserve in 1971, and in 1978 was

recognized as a settlement of internal and

international tourism.

With its cobblestone streets, brightly

painted houses with spacious balconies

and eaves, and mountain scenery,

Koprivshtitsa captivates with its

uniqueness. The architecture of the city is

represented by masterpieces of
Renaissance construction.

http://4coolpics.com/
http://4coolpics.com/


Of interest are two monuments of church

architecture in Koprivshtitsa - the Assumption

of Mary church and the St. Nikolay church.

Assumption of Mary church

St. Nikolay church

Every five years a National Festival of Bulgarian

Folklore is held in Koprivshtitsa, gathering

amateurs from all over Bulgaria. The whole of

Bulgaria flows to the heart of the Srednogorie,

bringing its wondrous melodies, folk costume

dyes, vortices rhythms and the wisdom of our

ancestors.

Horo at the National Festival in Koprivshtitsa

Todor Kableshkov house Lyuben Karavelov house
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Kalachev Bridge – The First Shot bridge

The monument of Georgi Benkovski

The Kalachev Bridge is also called

the "First Shot" because it was there

where the first shot, which set the

start of the April Uprising, happened.

Beside it, where on April 20, 1876

Georgi Tihanek kills Kara Hussein, a

plaque is placed. With the blood of

the slain Turk Kableshkov signed the

famous "bloody letter."

Ossuary monument of ApriltsiThe house of Todor Kableshkov 70

The first school in Bulgaria St. st. Cyril 

and Methodius



200-year old beech tree Koprivshtitsa – view from the top

Besides history, Koprivshtitsa

municipality is famous for its unique

nature.

Bogdan Peak is the highest peak in

Sredna gora. It is covered with old

beech forest, which became a nature

reserve in 1972.

With the height of Bogdan Peak of

1604 m, the mountain ranks 10th in

Bulgaria.

Връх Богдан

Bogdan Peak
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The Sredna gora reserve covers Bogdan Peak and the mountainous areas around it. Eleven

hiking trails with excellent marking and tourist lodges can be visited by lovers of nature. On the

territory of the municipality are the protected areas Barikadite and Donkina gora.

The waiting mother, Rainitsa



MIRKOVO

The municipal administration in Mirkovo

Phone: +359 (07182) 22 86

Website: www.mirkovo.bg

E-mail: ob6tinamirkovo@mail.bg

Mirkovo municipality is located in the

western part of the Zlatitsa-Pirdop valley on

the road between Sofia and Bourgas. The

municipality includes 11 settlements – the

administrative center Mirkovo, 4 villages

and 6 hamlets.

The centre of Mirkovo

Vasil Levski memorial complex

The Vasil Levski memorial complex, located in the Galabets area next to the village of Bunovo,

was erected in 2007 in honor of Vasil Levski and fighters for the liberation of Bulgaria from the

Srednogorie.

In the municipality of Mirkovo is located the

ore-dressing plant "Elatsite med" AD- leader

in the Bulgarian mining industry.

Elatsite med AD
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The St. Dimitrii church in Mirkovo

village, built in 1834, is one of the

few churches in the country with a

gilded dome.

Near the village, in the Tushanitsa area, is

located the St.st. Constantine and Elena

complex, built in 2006 on the site of an ancient

votive offering on a very scenic hill.

In the municipality of Mirkovo there are all

prerequisites for the development of religious,

mountaineering, hunting and rural tourism.

The Blessed Virgin church in the

village of Smolsko, built in 1859, is a

monument of culture.
St.st. Constantine and Elena chapel

St. Dimitrii church 

Blessed Virgin church

The bridge over Bunovo
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ANTON

Anton Municipality is located in the high

Balkan fields, east of the Zlatitsa-Pirdop

valley. To the north it is surrounded by Stara

Planina, to the south it is near Sredna gora

and to the east is the Koznitsa hill. The

municipality consists of one village - Anton,

which is the administrative center. The

municipality is one of the smallest in the

country.

Phone: +359 (07186) 22 30

Website: www.antonbg.com

E-mail: obanton@abv.bg

Through the municipality passes the sub-

Balkan railway line Sofia - Burgas. Anton’s

proximity to Sofia determines relatively good

conditions for the development of industrial

production and trade.

St. st. Cyril and Methodius primary school

The building of the municipal administration in Anton

The main square in Anton

The village of Anton
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The Vartopa area is within the boundaries of the 

biggest National Park - Central Balkan.

The Dzheminski kamak waterfall is a

beautiful twenty meter jump, located along

the inaccessible canyon of the Kitnitsa

river in Koznitsa mountain above the

village of Anton. The waterfall near the

village of Anton is on the main road Sofia-

Karlovo-Burgas and is included in the

Central Balkan National Park.

St. Iliya church

Dzheminksi kamak waterfallVartopa area

Anton waterfall

The St. Iliya church was built in 1893 under

the guidance of the famous master Nikola

Germanov from the village of Smolsko and

was consecrated in 1895.

A little later, in 1903, it was decorated and

acquired its finished appearance. The

temple was renovated in the period 2012 -

2013.
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CHELOPECH

Chelopech Municipality is located in the southern foothills of the Central Stara Planina, in the

Zlatitsa-Pirdop valley on the main road Sofia - Burgas and 71 km away from Sofia. The village

of Chelopech emerged as a center of ancient Thracian and Old Slavonic settlements long

before the Ottoman invasion. These villages are located in the Ginova Mogila, Selishara,

Maloselene and Breneve areas.

Phone: +359 (07185) 25 50

Website: www.chelopech.org
E-mail: ob_chelopech@chelopech.org

The name of the village has Old Bulgarian

origin and according to official records of

the initial period of the Ottoman rule, it was

called Dzhelubek which meant then, as

now, "first, leading place". Major industry in

the production structure of the municipality

is ore mining. In Chelopech is located the

biggest and richest copper-gold-pyrite

deposit in Europe.
The building of the municipal administration in

Chelopech

Военен паметник в с. Челопеч

Harmony sports complex

Chelopech Municipality has a modern

sports complex "Harmony", which has

separate and equipped halls for various

sports. The municipality invests in the

activities of the Friends of Adventures

mountaineering sports clubs, a basketball

club, a gymnastics club, Budo karate club

club, an applied cycling club and a

paragliding club.

From 2014 Chelopech hosts the Gold Dust International Folklore Festival, which is held in the

Korminesh park, which has a covered amphitheater for 800 spectators and a renovated arena.
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The church of Chelopech St. Nikolay the

Miracle Worker is an artistic monument,

built in 1835. It keeps valuable

incunabula Slavonic books. On the front

page of one of these books, called

"Chelopech Damascus", is a file for the

first celebration of the feast of the holy

brothers Cyril and Methodius on May 12,

1853.

The area is full of rock formations with

bizarre forms. The unique rock formations,

known as "Fran Kaya", are located about 1.5

km north of the village.

A procedure has been initiated in the

Ministry of Environment and Water for the

announcement of this phenomenon for a

unique landmark. Besides being a

fascinating place for rural, fishing and

ecotourism, the village of Chelopech is a

starting point for trekking and hiking.

St. Nikolay the Miracle Worker church

Fran Kaya rock formations

Murgana hut
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CHAVDAR
Phone: +359 (07189) 2261

Website: www.chavdar.eu

E-mail: obchavdar@abv.bg

Chavdar municipality is located in the Zlatitsa-Pirdop valley. It is the smallest municipality in

Bulgaria. It is 70 kilometers away from the capital. Here is where the oldest population of the

Srednogorie was found, proof of which are the archaeological excavations of the settlement

mound near the Topolnitsa river, dating back 7000 years.

Общинската администрация Чавдар

The patron saint of the village is St. Petka. Each

year a fair is held on the St. Petka peak. The peak is

located at 650 m above sea level. At this site, 120

years ago, was placed the stone, on which was

revered St. Petka. In 2008, just in a few months, the
eponymous chapel was completely built.

St. Petka chapel
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Attractive tourist destinations in the

municipality of Chavdar are the two huts

Sakardzha and Bratiya, located high in

Sredna Gora. The Kazanite natural

phenomenon was declared a landmark in

1970 and represents five waterfalls located

between three huge rocks. They are

connected through big holes with a

diameter of 5 meters.

St. Archangel Michael church

Kazanite natural phenomenon



In recent years the municipality has built

new buildings and modernized public

buildings and facilities. The community

center is fully refurbished and equipped

with new appliances and halls.

In the newly constructed central park the

inhabitants celebrate national and local

holidays, organize folklore events and

welcome guests and tourists.

.

St. st. Cyril and Methodius

primary school

The renovated outside space of Happy 

childhood kindergarten

The Topolnitsa is located in the St. Petka area.

In the park can be seen buildings that are built

according to plan and reconstruction of the

ruins of the Early Neolithic settlement, dating

back 7000 years. There are also workshops for

stone tools, pottery, processing of leather. The

park houses a spacious exhibition hall, which
tells the story

The central park in Chavdar

Topolnitsa archeological park

of the seven cultural layers found in the settlement mound. For lovers of authentic experiences,

there is an opportunity to stay at the Neolithic dwellings. Opened in 2015, the attraction which

includes climbing walls, ropes, balancing discs and curved mirrors, complements the appearance

of the complex. Thus, in a relatively small area, a unique opportunity for integrated combination

of worship, recreational, cultural and sports tourism has been created.
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